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PREFACE.

THESE tables have been compiled because of a

want the writer has felt in his own work. It is

rare in the use of logarithms that more than five

figures are required. Four figures are for many
purposes insufficient. Each of the two five-

figure tables with which I am acquainted (those

of Galbraith and Haughton and of the S.D.U.K.

the latter edited by De Morgan according to

Kncyc. Brit., gth ed.,
'

Tables,') suffers from two

wants, viz. an extended set of proportional parts
in the angles and a set of useful subsidiary-

tables. These are here supplied.

Both the tables just mentioned follow Lalande

in tabulating the logarithms of numbers by

entering each number and its logarithm in full

I have thought this not only unnecessary, but

inconvenient, and have adopted the arrangement
common in seven-figure tables. This table is

thereby reduced from 100 pages to 36.
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Five-figure tables are sufficient for the pur-

poses of (a) ordinary navigation, (b) ordinary

surveying, (c) laboratory work, (d) the exercising

of school-boys, university students and technical

students. They are also sufficient for the calcu-

lations required in engineering, but here prob-

ably four-figure tables will serve.

The practical calculator knows well that his

labour is diminished by fifty per cent, at least,

and his risk of error very much decreased, by a

complete set of proportional parts. It is there-

fore hoped that a very real benefit will be

conferred by the present compilation.

The book is intended to be a pocket book, a

surveyor's field book, and in the main a book of

logarithms. This accounts for (i) the large

print of the tables up to page 131, (2) the small

print of the rest, (3) the extreme brevity of the

subsidiary tables. But perhaps this brevity is

too pronounced. I shall be guided on this point

in any future edition that may be issued by the

opinions of users of the tables. Should the

natural trigonometrical ratios be tabulated more

extensively ? Should a table of reciprocals and

a table of cubes be inserted ?

Also is it desirable (to save bulk) to issue

copies omitting the Introduction, or (for desk

work) to issue copies in which four of the present
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pages are brought on to one page ? What form

exactly should the enlarged page take? For

economical reasons, if for no others, I am

myself inclined to answer this last as follows :

Make no disguise of the fact that a previous

issue has been modified in the new issue ; and

with some minor exceptions (such as larger

print for pp. 2, 3, 42, 43, 44, 45) adopt the

following scheme :

NEW PAGE 2. NEW PAGE 3.

From the extreme care taken to avoid mis-

takes it can be reasonably hoped that not a

single error remains in the principal -tables (pp.

I to 131). I think it probable that a similar

statement applies to the rest of the tables,

except perhaps to that for gd. x. This table has

been calculated for the present work. If a table

purporting to be identical with it has been
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published, I should be glad to be informed, that

I may be enabled to detect any last figure errors

that may remain. I here repeat what is said in

the Introduction, that I shall be very grateful to

anybody who will point out errors in this table,

or indeed in any other table of the book.

ALEX. M'AULAY.

UNIVERSITY OF TASMANIA,
4th August', 1902.

No error in the Tables has been brought under

my notice since the first issue appeared.

ALEX. M'AULAY.

November, 1908.
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INTRODUCTION.

Mathematical tables in general. This in-

troduction does not aim at being a treatise in any
sense. Such remarks, only, will be made as

seem likely to prove useful to inexperienced
calculators.

To illustrate the use of most mathematical

tables, consider those on pp. 134 to 136 below.

The reader is supposed to know what is meant

by sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant, co-

secant.

In the tables on p. 134 the angles of the first

and last columns are called the arguments. In

these tables the advance of the arguments is i,

since that is the difference between two suc-

cessive arguments. Similarly the advance on

p. 136 is 15'. The numbers in the other columns

except those headed D. are called respondents,
and their natures in any particular table are

indicated at the top or the bottom (or some-
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times, as on p. 144, only in the title of the

table).

When, as is the case on pp. 134 and 136, the

arguments on the left and right are different,

and the indicating names at the top and bottom

are different, the left argument and the top name
refer to one another. Thus on p. 134, under
"
Sin." and to right of 40 we find '6428, which

means that sin 40 = '6428. Again above "
Sin."

and to left of 80 we find '9848, which means

that sin 80 = -9848.

Sometimes, as on p. 136, part of the argument
is to be found on the left or right, and part at

the top or bottom. Almost invariably when

this is the case the principal part of the argu-

ment is to be found on the left or right, and the

subsidiary part at the top or bottom. Thus on

p. 136, degrees are found on left and right, and

the odd minutes at top and bottom. Again on

p. 144, of the arguments, the figure before the

decimal point and the first two decimal places

are found on the left, and the third decimal place

at the top.

Sometimes also the principal figures of the

respondents are not printed throughout the table

and then they are generally to be sought on the

left. This is true of the degrees on p. 144.

Thus gd. 2- 1 23 = 76 2 1' 5", the 76 being found on
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the left. Here the 76 refers to all the lines from

where it occurs, viz. at 2*10, to the line just

before where 77 occurs, namely to the line 217.

On*p. 136 the leading figures of the respondents
occur in four columns (two columns, viz. first and

last columns of the respondents, for each of the

two tables). It will be noticed that some of the

respondents are here printed in thick type.

This is to indicate that when we seek for the

leading figure on the left we are to look in the

line below that in which is the respondent.

Thus (p. 136)

tan 63 1 5' =1-9840, tan 63 30'
= 2*0057,

where, because the respondent '0057 is printed

thick, we are reminded to look for the leading

figure, 2, not on the line (to the left) where '0057

occurs, but on the next line. The reader will

observe that some such device is required if the

lines of the table are not to be broken up when
the leading figure changes as we advance

through the table. Throughout this book of

tables the device adopted is that just described.

The unit of the respondents is the quantity

denoted by I placed in the last place tabulated.

Thus the unit on pp. 134 and 136 is 'oooi, and

on p. 144 it is i". The numbers (p. 134) under

the heading D. are called differences and they

indicate the number of units in the difference
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between two successive respondents. Thus it

will be found that the difference between the

respondents sin 34 [
=

-5 592] and sin 35[= *5736]

is "0144 or 144 units, and this is indicated by 144

occurring under " D." between the lines on which

are the two respondents.

Sometimes the differences are omitted because

there is no room for them as on p. 136, some-

times because they are not wanted as on p. 137,

sometimes because they are practically useless

as in the lower parts of p. 136.

The simple theory of proportional parts

will probably be fully understood (so far as its

application to calculation is concerned) by the

following two examples.

(i) Required tan 56 36' 40". The nearest

arguments (p. 136) to the given angle are 56 30'

and 56 45'. The difference between their tan-

gents will be found, from the table, to be 145

units. The excess of the given angle above the

lower argument is 6' 40". It is assumed that

the excess of the required tangent above tan 56

30' is the same fraction of the whole difference

145, as the excess 6' 40" of the given angle is of

the whole advance 15', or (in units)

excess of tan 56 36' 40" above 1-5 1 08

= 145 x (6' 4o"/ 1 5' o") = 6d
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to the nearest unit. Hence

tan 56 36' 40" =1-51 72.

It should be noticed that if we were dealing

with such a respondent as a cotangent which

decreases as the argument increases, we should

have had to subtract instead of add the deduced

fraction of the difference.

(2) Required the angle whose cotangent is

2*0097. This number is between cot 26 1 5' and

cot 26 30', as we see from p. 136. It is less

than cot 26 15' by 181 units, and the difference

of the table is 221 units. Hence by the same

principle as before we assume that the required

angle exceeds 26 1 5' by the same fraction of the

advance 15' as l8l is of 221, or

required angle= 26 1 5' + 1 5'
x 181/221

= 26 27' 1 7".

[True value to nearest i" is 26 27' 16".]

Here it should be observed that we may
expect the result to be accurate to less than 10"

but not necessarily to i", since the unit here

corresponds to a change of 1/221 of 15' in the

angle, or to about 4". This is an example of

how the magnitude of the difference always in-

dicates what degree of accuracy we may expect

our result to have.

The simple theory of proportional parts is not
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always applicable. The test of its applicability

is however so simple that the calculator should

always make it when he has the slightest doubts.

The maximum error that can occur by applying
the theory, or as it is called, interpolating by

proportional parts, is \ of the difference between

successive differences. Thus in the neighbour-
hood of 44 (p. 134), since the difference between

successive differences of the tangent is 1 1 units,

we may expect an error of i unit or 2 units in

the extreme cases. It is because of this that the

tangents and secants have been tabulated for

angles above 45 with an advance of the argu-

ment smaller than i.

To avoid the very serious loss of time and

risk of error involved in interpolating as above,

differences and proportional parts are given

wherever practicable, as on pp. 134 and 135.

When these are given fully we can generally

perform the whole process of interpolation

without putting pen to paper, even when the

differences are greater than in the examples
above.

(3) Required tan 42 36' 40". The difference

for i is given on p. 134 as 321. On the opposite

page under 321 we have the various fractions of

321 (to the nearest unit) that 10', 20'... 90' are

of the advance i
p

, or, as they are called, the
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proportionalparts corresponding to increases of

10', 20' ... in the angle. From these we see by

inspection the proportional parts for i', 2', ...9'

as they are tenths of those given. We first

express the 40" as a decimal of i', and, since by
the given proportional part 53 for 10' we see

that the proportional part for o''i is about 0*5

units, we also see that it is useless to go beyond
the first decimal of i'

;
so that we mentally put

42 36'7 for the given angle.

We now have from the table of proportional

parts (called P.P.)

P.P. for 30' =160

>, 6'. = 32-1

i, o'7 = 374

36'7 = 196 to nearest unit.

Hence tan 42 36' 40"= -9004+ *o 1 96 = -9200.

The calculator will very quickly learn to pick
out and add the P.P. together mentally, and

again to add the final P.P. '0196 to the smaller

respondent mentally.

(4) Find the angle whose cosecant is 1*3837.

It is between 46 and 47 by inspection of p. 134.

Difference between 1*3837 and cosec46 is 65
units and difference of table is 229. We there-

fore perform (by subtractions) the following
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successive approximations to the required angle

by means of the given P.P. for 229 :

65

P.P. for 10' 38

27

it 7' 267

0-3

if -i = angle corresponding to 65 units.

Therefore required angle =46 17''! =46 if 6".

Here, as before, the arithmetical operations can

be performed mentally.

The above examples should serve to guide the

beginner in the use of all tables similar to those

considered.

Tables of this book. Since the principal

tables of this book are the ordinary logarithmic

tables it has been thought desirable to give the

following summary investigation of the principal

properties of logarithms. The practical calcu-

lator can ignore this if he pleases.

Summary offundamental properties of log-

arithms. Notation, t stands for a given quan-

tity (generally for 10) greater than I. /, q, r are

any positive whole numbers (positive integers).

0, b, c are any positive quantities whatever,
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Log a is a number depending on a in a way to

be defined directly; log a is understood to be

short for
"
logarithm of a" Assumptions. It is

assumed that any two positive quantities each

greater than I can be expressed as Zjt
p and ZJ?1

respectively, by proper choice of p, q and r
; and

also that

(0

Definition. A logarithm is such that for all

values of a and b

log
-

/=i, log(#^)= log#+ log b........ (2)

[It is not obvious that any number depending
on a can be found which will satisfy these con-

ditions
;
but that it can will appear immediately.]

Deductions. In (2) putting b=\ and b=\\a
successively, we get

log 1=0, log(i/a)=-logtf.......... (3)

By combining (2) and (3)

log (*//>)
= log(ax i/)

Again from (2) ^

=log + log + log-...(5)

And this process may be repeated any number

of times,
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Thus repeating \\.p times and putting

/ log <2.

Changing here p to r and a to \]b so that #F

changes to b we have

lbg = rlog V^ or log Vb= (log b) / r.

Hence

log(V^)=plog (<)=^log
.......... (6)

Putting here a= t we have

log(V/^=//r. ..................(7)

Since V^p may be any quantity greater than I

this shows what a logarithm of any quantity

greater than I must mean and (3) now shows

what the logarithm of any positive quantity less

than i must mean.

The only question that remains is whether,

with the meanings given by (7) and (3), our

original definition (2) holds for all positive values

of a and b. When a and b are each greater than

i put a= V'p
,
b= \Jfl.

Thus loga + logi$=/

= log V(f

When a and b are each less than i, I/a and

i Ib are each greater than i and therefore
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or log a- log = -\og(ab)

or log a+ log b= log (ab).

If one of the two a, 6, is greater and the other

less than i, ab is greater or less than i. If ab

is greater let a be greater and therefore \\b

greater. If ab is less let a be less and therefore

\\b less. In both cases

log()+ log (i/)= log <z

or log (ab)= log a log ( I / b)
= log a+ log b.

Logarithms of numbers, pp. 2 to 39. The

logarithm, log a, of any positive quantity a, is a

number depending on a in such a way that

among other things the following are true : a

and b being any positive quantities and p and r

any positive whole numbers

log(tf)= logtf+ log .....................(i)

log (ajb) = log a log .................... (2)

log 1=0, log (i/a)=- log a ......... (3)

a, log(V)= (log)// (4)

........ . .......... (5)

and further if the logarithms are what are called

common logarithms

log 10=1 .................................. (6)

On pp. 2, 3, below is a table of common four-

figure logarithms, i.e. a table which enables us
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by inspection to pick out the logarithm of any

given number, correct to four decimal places^

and also enables us to pick out correct to about

four significant figures a number when its

logarithm is given. Similarly on pp. 4 to 39 is

a table of common five-figure logarithms. The
methods of performing these operations by

inspection will be explained directly.

Assuming that this can be done equation (i)

replaces multiplication by addition
; (2) replaces

division by subtraction
; (3) enables us to find

the reciprocal of a number by inspection ; (4)

replaces involution and evolution (raising to a

given power and extracting a given root) by

multiplication and division respectively ; (5)

replaces a combination of involution and evolu-

tion by multiplication by a fraction. Thus given
two numbers a and <, let ab be required correct

to four or to five significant figures. From the

table find log a and log^, add them, and then

from the table find the number whose logarithm

is the sum. That number is the required pro-

duct.

Common logarithms have some very useful

properties special to themselves. Putting a= 10

in the first of equations (4) and using (6) we
have
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and from (3)
'

log(i/io*)=-/.

Giving p the values I, 2, 3, ..., and using the

first of (3)

log 1000= 3

log 100= 2

log 10= i

log i= o
J- (7)

log -i = - i

log '01= -2

log -ooi = -
3

Consider the series of numbers 54'32, 5*432,

5432, '05432, etc. Also assume, as is true to

five places, that

log 5 -432= 73496.

From this by (i) and (7)

log 543-2 = log( 100x5-432)

= log 1 00+ log 5 -432

= 2 + 73496= 273496.

Similarly log '05432 = log(5'432/ioo)= 73496 -2
= 273496,

where the bar of 2 implies that the 2 is to be

subtracted and not added. In the use of logar-

ithms it is almost always convenient to leave a
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negative logarithm in this fqrm, viz. ( a

positive whole number + a proper fraction). We
now clearly have

log 543-2-273496

log 54-32-173496

log 5-432=073496

log -5432=173496

log -05432 = 273496

..(8)

The whole numbers on the right of (8) pre-

ceding the decimal point (positive, zero, or

negative) are called the characteristics and the

decimal parts the mantissae of the logarithms.

To have a convenient rule for finding the

characteristic call the position between the first

significant figure (5 in the present case) 01

the number and the second (4 in the present

case) the principal position for the decimal point.

Then we see by an inspection of (8) that :

The characteristic of the logarithm of a given
number ispositive, zero, or negative, according as

the point is on the right, at, or on the left, of the

principal position, and the numerical value of

the characteristic is the number ofplaces that the

point must be moved to bring it into the principal

position.
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It is now clear that in a complete table of

logarithms it is only necessary to tabulate the

mantissa, as the characteristic can be furnished

by this rule. The tables below give as argument
the significant figures of the number, the last

figure being sought at the top of the page ;
and

as respondent the mantissa (omitting the decimal

point). . [In the five-figure table only the last

three figures of this are given in the body of the

table and the first two must be sought on the

left.]

In the four-figure table (pp. 2, 3) the propor-

tional parts are given, in the last nine columns.

They are the average proportional parts for the

line of mantissae in which they occur. The

arguments (i. 2, ...9) of these proportional parts

are at the tops of their respective columns and

may be regarded as the fourth significant figures

of the arguments. - Thus to find the logarithm
of 1*234 we pick out in the left column 12 and at

top 3 in the fourth column of mantissae, obtain-

ing the mantissa 0899. In the same line as

this in the column of P.P. headed 4 we find 14

and therefore add 14 units, obtaining log 1*234
= '0913. Again to find the number whose

logarithm is i'2345 we notice that the mantissa

'2345 is between those of the numbers whose

first three significant figures are 171 and 172
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and that it exceeds the lower mantissa '2330 by

15 units. Looking among the P.P. in the same
line we find 1 5 in the column headed 6. The
number is therefore 17*16, the decimal place

being fixed by the characteristic i.

In the tables on pp. 4 to 39 there is at the foot

a table which renders easy the conversion of any

angle up to 2 47' into seconds of arc. The

meaning is sufficiently obvious to any who are

likely to require to use it and no example will be

given of its use. The proportional parts also

occur at the bottom of the page. The arguments
here are the numbers 1, 2, ... 9 in the first column.

The differences are at the top of each little table

of P.P.

The use of these tables will be best illustrated

by examples.

(i) Required log 234560 to five places. We
seek the leading three figure* 234 of the number

in the first column on p. 9, the fourth 5 at the

top, and we find at the point indicated 014, which

means that the last three figures of the mantissa of

log 2345 are 014. Since 014 is in thick type we

look in the next line to the left and find 37 as

the first two figures of the mantissa of log 234500.

Thus log 234500= 5*37014. The difference be-

tween 014 and the next entry 033 is 19 units, and

therefore we look at the bottom of the page for
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the P.P. corresponding to the argument 6 (fifth

significant figure of given number) and difference

19. We find 1 1 '4 or n units (to the nearest

unit). We add this to log 234500 and obtain

log 234560= 5-37025.

First N.B. Ifwe had been askedfor ^234567
we should have entered the P.P. table twice,

performing mentally the work indicated as

follows :

P.P. for 6 = 1 1 '4 units

7= i '33 units

67 = 13 to the nearest unit.

Hence ^234567 = 5-37027

Second N.B.- -In finding the difference 19 we
need not have subtracted'014from 033 completely.

We need only have noticed that 9 is the last

figure resulting from the subtraction. Then

turning to the bottom of the page we should

have seen that the difference must be 19. [The

only possible entry in the whole table where we

might be led into error by this shortened process
is on p. 4, where the difference of log 1247 and

log 1248 is 34 and not 44. But even in this case

no logarithm user, of even little practice, is

likely to overlook that the difference 44 can

only refer to the entries at the top of p. 4.]
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(2) Required the number correct to five sig-

nificant figures whose logarithm is 7-08235. By

inspection the first four significant figures of the

number are 1208. Last figure of tabulated

difference is 6 ;
difference is 36. Excess of

'08235 above mantissa of logarithm of 1208 is 28

units. This is between the P.P. of J and 8 and

is nearer to 8. Hence required number is -12088.

N.B. Since the difference in the present case

is much larger than 10, if it is desired to go to

the highest accuracy attainable by the tables, it

is better to find six significant figures of the

number by entering the P.P. twice. Thus we

find "120878. [True value to seven figures is

I 208788.]

(3) -^180 =3*14159 radians,how manyradians
are there in i and how many degrees in one

radian ?

log 3-14159-0-49715

log 180 =2-25527

ist -2nd = 2
!

24i88 = log -017453

-2-24188 =175812 = log 57-296.

Hence there are -017453 radians in i, and

57"296 in a radian.

N.B. In attaining the appropriate form of

-2*24188 ordinary arithmetical processes are
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used in effecting the subtraction of this logarithm
from crooooo thus :

O'OOOOO

2-24188

775812

Beginning the subtraction as usual on the right

we obtain the digits 2, I, 8, 5, 7 successively and

we have then to "carry" I. We therefore say

mentally I +2=7 and T has therefore to be sub-

tracted from o. But o - (
-

i )
= + \

(4) Find the fifth root of '002.

log '002 = 3-30 1 03.

To divide this logarithm by 5 we put it mentally
as 5 + 2-30103

and then divide. Thus

log V("2)= 7-4602 1,

whence \J (-002) ==-28854.

(5) Assuming that there are exactly three

generations ofmen in a century andthat there has

been no intermarriage, how many ancestors of the

generation corresponding to 19 centuries before

his birth has any individual? He has 8 19
.

log 8= 0-90309,

19x^8 = 17-15871.

The number of ancestors is therefore io17

x 1-4412 approximately, i.e. about 100 million

times the present population of the earth. There
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has therefore apparently been a good deal of

intermarriage during the last 19 centuries.

Common and Naperian logarithms, p. 40.

To obtain the Naperian from the common log-

arithm of a number it is necessary to multiply

by logo 10. Conversely to obtain the common
from the Naperian logarithm it is necessary to

multiply by Iog 10 . The first and second tables

on p. 40 are the multiples from 10 to 99 of loge 10

and Iog 10 respectively. The following are ex-

amples of their use :

(i) Required ^,.98745. The common log

98745 is found to be 1-99452.

Com. 1. Nap. 1.

i'9 4-3749I2

94 216443

52 H97

Sum =4-5925 5
=^98745.

^2) Required the value of <?
9

'

8745
. The Nap,

log. of required number is 9*874 5.

Nap. 1. Com.1.

9-8 4-256086

74 32138

50 217

Sum = 4-28844 -com. log*?
9

'

8745

Hence ^45=19428-6.
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Log sines, etc., pp. 42 to 131. It is usual in

tables of the logarithms of trigonometrical ratios

to tabulate, not the true logarithms, but those

logarithms increased by 10. Such enlarged

logarithms as we may call them are denoted

by L. The custom is adopted to avoid a

multitude of negative characteristics. It is

to be strongly recommended that, in spite

of this, the true logarithms be used by calculators.

Thus from p. 78 we obtain that

L sin 1 8 20'= 9-49768.

The calculator is recommended to write instead

log sin 1 8 20'= 1-49768.

The enlarged logarithms of the secant and

cosecant are not given, as it is found in practice

that division by sine and cosine in place of

multiplication by cosecant and secant leads to

no appreciable labour
;
whereas enormous labour

is saved if room can be found, as in the present

set of tables, for a complete set of P.P.

After the elaborate discussion above of the

use of the tables on pp. 134 and 136 it is not

thought necessary to illustrate by examples the

uses of the tables on pp. 46 to 131 ; though the

latter and those on pp. 4 to 39 are by far the

most important in the book. For the absolute

novice it may be remarked that the difference
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for the tangent and cotangent is common since

the sum of the logarithms is zero.

The arrangements on pp. 42 to 45 are new, I

believe. It is hoped that in actual calculation a

reference to this introduction will be rendered

unnecessary by the explanations given on each

page. It is to be understood that the entries in

the column headed / on these pages are in units.

One caution should perhaps be given. Suppose
L cos 89 6' o" is required (p. 43). It will not as

usual be found next to the 6 representing 6'.

The respondent 8-19476 is L cos 89 6' 10" as the

reader will notice when his attention is called to

it. L cos 89 6' o" occurs under the argument

89 5' 60" and is 8'i96io. There was not room

on the page to insert another column to avoid

the danger of the error indicated.

The small tables at the bottom ot pp. 43 and

45 will not often be of much use because of want

of facility of interpolation. They are given

because sometimes such interpolation is un-

necessary, and then they are easier to use for

their special purposes than the tables above and

to the left of them.

From o 38' to i o'the table at the top of p. 43

should be used unless a (quite infrequent) error

of two units which may occur is undesirable.

[This corresponds to an error of less than i in
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20000 of the ratio.] If the error is undesirable

the rules at the top of p. 42 should be followed

instead.

It will be noticed that the differences on p. 42

may be safely used from about 10' upwards, but

not lower if the last figure is to be correct.

However when five figure logarithms are re-

quired in this part of the table it is generally less

laborious to apply the rules given at the top of

the page. Two examples follow.

(1) Required log tan 15' 27" '96. In the present

case K2^+ i)= i. Turning back to p. 37 (guided

by the angles given at the bottom of that page)
we find that in the present case s= 92 7 -96. We
then proceed according to the rule at the top of

p. 42.

log .?= 2-96753

log by rule = 6-685 57

i(2/+l)= I

log tan i s' 27"-g6 = 3*653 1 1

(2) Required the angle whose log tan is 2-16235.

Using the table on p. 43 we obtain by mere

inspection as follows : /= 5 ;

.'. respondent = 8' 16230 ;

angle = 49' 50" + correction due to

a difference of 107 units

= 49'57"*3'
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On the other hand applying the rule of p. 42 :

/=5; K2/+i)=4- Also

log j= log tan - 6-68557
-

\ (2/+ i)

log tan 2' 16235

6-68561

ist - 2nd= 3 -47674= log s.

Hence by p. u, using both the table of loga-

rithms and the angle table at the foot of the page,

required angle = 49' 57"'4-

The true value to o"x>i is o 49' 57"'4o.

N.B. There is not so much difference in the

results of the two methods in the present case

as would appear from the above. Proceeding
to one more place the first and second methods

give respectively

49' 57"'34 + and 49' 57"'36-

It may be safely said that in the vast majority of

cases the table on p. 43 is quite accurate enough.

Squares, pp. 132, 133. Significant figures,

only, are given ;
and the calculator must him-

self think out where the decimal place occurs in

the square of a given number.

In using the table inversely to obtain square

roots the calculator must mentally roughly

approximate to the square root of a given

number in order to learn whether to enter the
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table above or below the horizontal line about

the middle of p. 132.

Natural sines, etc., pp. 134 to 136. Enough
has already been said about these tables at the

beginning of this Introduction.

Circular measure, p. 137. The following
two examples will show the method of using this

table.

(i) Required the value of 2*345678 radians in

degrees^ etc.

2-345678

130* 2-268928

076750

4 '069813

006937

23' ^6690
51" 247

134 23' 5i
//= required angle.

(2) Express 27 54' \$'"j in radians.

27 -471239

54' I57o8

'3" 63

o"7 3

27* 54' i 3"7 = '48701 3 radians.
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Logarithms to sixteen places, pp. 138, 139.

The directions given with the four tables are, it

is hoped, sufficiently explicit for any calculator

who may require to use them. Table A and

table B give logarithms to 17 places to ensure,

as far as is possible, accuracy in the i6th figure.

Sixteen places have been given because the

method is applicable so far. Eleven places

are quite easily obtained by the aid of a

complete five-figure table of logarithms ;
twelve

places without much labour. Fourteen places

can be obtained fairly easily by aid of a table oi

seven-figure logarithms.

The tables are of course only useful for cal-

culating isolated logarithms. It is remarkable

that so brief a set of tables are useful to the

extent indicated above.

Table for #=gd. x, pp. .140 to 147. These

tables enable us by the directions given at the

top of each pair of pages to deal readily with the

logarithmic and natural hyperbolic functions.

The attention of the calculator who would attain

the full accuracy (five figures) possible provided

by the tables is called to the last part of the

table, on p. 147.

These tables have been calculated by the

author, and he hopes that they are practically

without error, even in the last place. They have
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not, however, been tested to the same searching

extent, in the matter of accuracy, as have the

other tables of the book
;
and the author would

be grateful to any calculator who would point

out errors to him.

Logarithms of factorials, p. 147. Example.
What is the number of combinations of 26

things, 13 together? The number required is

26!/(i 3 !)

2
.

log 26 1
= 26-60562

2 log 13 1
= 19-58856

ist 2nd= 7-01706.

Required number approximately = 10,400,700.

[True value = 10,400,600].

Sidereal and mean time, p. 148. Astro-

nomical refraction, etc., p. 149- These tables

are quite sufficient for astronomical work with

the ordinary theodolite and sextant.

Simple interpolation by proportional parts is

applicable to the refraction tables throughout,

except for mean refraction for altitudes below 5.

To obtain the true altitude of a celestial object

the refraction (corrected for barometer and ther-

mometer) must be subtracted from the apparent
altitude. If the object is the sun the parallax

must be added to the apparent altitude. [The
horizontal equatorial parallax of the sun has
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been assumed to be 8"'8. If the object is a

planet whose horizontal parallax is x x 8 //-

8, its

parallax at altitude A is x x P (see table).]

Terrestrial figure, curvature, refraction, and
visible horizon, p. 1 50. Of these tables the first

may be taken as accurate as far as the logarithms
are given, because we know the true average

figure of the eaith to a higher degree of accuracy
than that. The second and third deal with

quantities that vary from point to point of

the earth
; and also vary, in an apparently

capricious manner, according to atmospheric
conditions.

In view of these facts the arguments of all

three tables advance by amounts sufficiently

small to justify interpolation by proportional

parts.

In the first table Figure of the earth, N
cosec i' is the radius of curvature of a meridian,

and E cosec i' the radius of curvature of a

vertical section of the earth at right angles to

the meridian, both in feet. Thus E cosec i' is

the distance from any point on the surface to the

axis of the earth measured along the vertical line

at the point.

The table also serves to give the difference of

geographical and geocentric latitudes and the

radius of the earth.
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Let
(f> be the geographical latitude and (

x the

geocentric. Then in seconds of arc

where log A = 5*27729

The radius of the earth at a point on the

surface means the distance of the point from

the centre. Let E be the value of E for < = o,

so that EQ cosec r' is the equatorial radius.

Then the radius at any point in feet is (EQ
2
/E)

cosec i' sec(c c^) ;
or with sufficient accuracy

with five-figure logarithms

radius in feet= /E \
where logBi i '10511 /'

The astronomical radius means the ratio of the

radius at any point to the equatorial radius, and

this is given accurately by

astronomical radius = (E /E) sec (<
-

or (with five figures)
=E /'E

The horizontal parallax of a celestial object in

any latitude may be deduced from the above

and the equatorial horizontal parallax ;
but the

following rule is accurate enough for objects

other than the moon, and even for the moon in

all but the most refined measurements : Ifp &?

the equatorial horizontal parallax in minutes,

then the reduction oftheparallax in latitiide
</>

in

seconds is o'2 Kp sin2<.
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This suggests another rule, which has nothing
to do with the tables now under discussion, but

is useful sometimes to workers with the sextant

(in the absence of a table). The rule leads to a

maximum error of 2". If S be the horizontal

semi- diameter of the moon in minutes the aug-
mentation at altitude a in seconds is S sin a.

Method of least squares, p. 151. The out-

line schemes serve not only for their immediate

application to the least square method but also

to indicate a method of calculating the value of

any given symmetrical determinant. Thus with

the meanings of the symbols in the scheme for

four unknowns

f
i
c

i
k

i Pi

Pi tl

A b c d n

b B f g i

c f C k p =A
d gk D t

nipt N
C 2

k2 P2

k2 D 2 t2

p2 t2 N2 |

Formulae useful in calculations, pp. 152 to

155. Useful numbers, pp. 156 to 161. These

tables do not seem to require any comment.



LOGARITHMS OF

NUMBERS.

FOUR-FIGURE AND FIVE-FIGURE.

WITH PROPORTIONAL PARTS.
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850
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COMMON AND NAPE

Logeio=2'302 585 092 994.



LOGARITHMS OF

SINES AND TANGENTS.

To EVERY 1C" FROM O TO 2,

TO EVERY l' FROM 2 TO 90.

DIFFERENCES.

PROPORTIONAL PARTS.



LOG SINES, ETC. x tabulated number. /(ist col.)= log sec.

For exact work, Lsin(s sees) =4-68557 \(l i)-flog- .,

Ltan(*secs)=4-68557+|(2i-f-i)+log*.

Lsin=x. Ltan=.r+/. Lcot=2 -L tan. Lcos=io-/.
fl E . g. L sin o32'2o" L tan o32'2o" L cot o32'2o" L cos o32'2o""

=7'97337- =7'97339- =12-02661. =9-99998.

'

0"



LOG SINES, ETC. -r=tab. no. For exact work see last heading.

Lsin=-r. Ltan=.r+/. Lcot=2o-Ltan.

3 38 8-o435oJ4540
!

4729 4918 5105*5292 21

0'
1

10" 20" 30" 40" 50'

5478)56635348603

6578 6758 6938|7
7650 7826 8oo2 8

8696 8868

97i8J9886~
: 11044! 1207

jSl/i 171729517473 J19||i8|36
8176 8350 852418 1735

1002100380055017 1734
:A nrtnn Mac AKKO1C T ~

~^"Tf

3581
_.^296i

;

3ii7!32 72342 7 13
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3456 3578 37oo 3822 3944^065

50" 40"

I

'

I in
4796 4945 5094 5243 11

5685 |5832i5978 6123 10

Lcos=-r. Lcot=-i-+/. Ltan=2o- Lcot. Lsin=io-/.

0cot.

L COT, SMALL ANGLES. L TAN, LARGE ANGLES.

O'cot.

l5362 7 59
223S 24 58

'5'-" -57

12'

4;9342i ,

68373055

7|69ii853
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9| 5
S2o3 51

105362750
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N 0047
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!
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57| 7
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,58:77280 2

,5976538
1

Tan 89 Tan 89 Tan 89. Tan 89. Tan 89.



LOG SINES, ETC.

-r tabulated number. /(ist col.)= k>g sec.

Lsin=.r. Ltan=.r+/. Lcot=2 -Ltan. Lcos-io-/.

'

0"



LOG SINES, ETC. x= tabulated number.

2o-Ltan. LcOS=io-/.



LOG SINES, ETC.

2



PROPORTIONAL PARTS TOR SECONDS.
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2
!

Sin.



LOG SINES, ETC.
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LOG SINES, ETC.

Sin. I).
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5 Sin.
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|

Sin.
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6
|

Sin. D.
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7 Sin.



LOG SINES, ETC.

8
(Sin.
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5 Sin.



LOG SINES, ETC.

9 Sin.
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9 Sin.
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10
|

Sin.
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10 Sin.
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'

Sin.
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,

Sin.
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12 Sin
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13 Sin.
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j

Sin.
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14 Sin.
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|

Sin.
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16 Sin
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17 Sin.
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|

Sin. ID
1

1
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18 Sin
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18 Sin.



Loo SINES, ETC.

19 Sin.
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19 Sin.
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|

Sin.
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20| Sin.
|D.
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21 Sin.
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|
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42 Sin.
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SQUARES. (Five significant digits.). ,-,



SQUARES. (Five significant digits.)

No.



NATURAL SINES, ETC. (continued 2 pp. below).



PROPORTIONAL PARTS FOR MINUTES.

353
f.\



NATURAL TANGENTS. NATURAL SKCANTS.

o '



CIRCULAR OR RADIAN MEASURE, OR ARC TO RADIUS UNITY.

Degrees.

Arc.
|

Arc.

1 0-01745346 0-802851
2 -0349074? 0*820305
3 -05236048 0-837758
4 '06981349 0-855211
5 '08726650 0-872665



LOGARITHMS TO SIXTEEN PLACES.

a

11
1-2

1-3

1-4
1-5



Table C. CY



TABLE FOR 0=gd. x.

Sinh x= tan 0. Cosh x= sec 0. Tanh JT= sin 0.

.r

o-oo
o-oi

0-02

0-03

0-04



Ccsech _r=
.*r=nat. logtanQ0+45).
0. Sech.r= cos0. Coth.*-=cosec0.

,,j



TABLE FOR 0=gd. x.

Sinhjr=tan0. Cosh x sec 9. Tanh.r=sin0.

X



_r=nat. log tan (30+45).
Cosech .r= cot 0. Sech x= cos 6. Coth x= cosec 0.

X



TABLE FOR 0=gd. x.
Sinh.r=tan0. Cosh x= sec 6.

X

1-80
181
1-82

1-83

1-84



.r=nat. log tan (0+45).
Cosech x= cot 9. Sech x cos 9. Coth x -

X



TABLE FOR 0=gd. x.
Cosh x= seed. Tanh.*-=sin0.

X



Cosech _r=
jr=nat. log tan

Coth

X



SIDEREAL AND MEAN TIME.

Mean into Sid. Add correction. JSid.
into Mean, Sub. correction.

iodays:=sid.iod oh 39'" 255.55! Sid. iodays=Mean9d
23** 2C-" 405.91

Hours.



ASTRONOMICAL REFRACTION. [Chauvenet.]

Mean refraction. Barometer (inches) correction.

App.



FIGURE OF EARTH.



METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 1
\cd>\ means a\bl -\-a^b-2-\-...-\-am bm. Residual v\ means a.iX-\-biy-\-,.. n\

where x, y... are values of unknowns given by normal eqs.

Observation eqs. : 1jr+^1^+...=i,..., arnx-\-bmy+...=nm.

Normal zqs. : [aa]j:+[a6]y+... = [an], [a&]x+[&&]y+... = [Z>n]

Check eqs. : [aa}+[ab]+...+ [an]+[as]= , [ab]+[bb]+...+ [bn}+[bs]=o, ...,

where -^1=^1+31 +... + i, ..., -sm=am+&m+...+nm.

Quantity. Wt. Prob. err. Mn. err. Mn. abs. err.wire ij

* Px rx e* t\x

, . .. J^SSST ; log (r/e)=1-82898, log (r/rj)= 1*92704.

/* unknowns; e=V{[w]/(m -f*)}i *x= elVpx-
i unknown; mn. err. of arith. mn. eo el\/tft == \/\[w]l?Ji(tn i)/.

Normal eg. solutions (Gauss). Outline schemes for 2, 3, and 4 unknowns.

A b n s

B i j

N a-

A b c n s

B f i j

NKT,
C2p.2q2

PC

c,

fb

=c/A, Gb= Sl/El} Td =t3/D3,
etc. ^ <5

c ^,

Bfg ij

Ckpq
D tu
No-

DitlU

D2 t2u2

N2(T2

t3

N3

-Bay
-Caz

-ft*

-Kc-w

+Pc

B f g
fC k

gkD

_Ab1(J.7JJ3
|~

BCiD2

wai

EC

BfgS
Ckt
Du

Cikit,

D2U2

lum unk

Example of scheme for filling in compartments, 2 unknowns.

b/A
=J3a

n/A

il/Bi
= /6

logA logb

log Ba\)

logBj

logn

logBan

log -/Van

logu

N 2=N 1-N

logs

log ^'as

log/6jl
(TI
= er <r

0-1'
= /6Ji

ABt
B

Bi

&s

151
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